Cricket Switzerland
Eligibility criteria for the Swiss National Team-2014
1) Player was Born in Switzerland
2) Player holds a Swiss Passport
3) Player has, for the last 4 years, “lived” in Switzerland (“Lived” is defined by the ICC as
resided in the country for a minimum of 183 days in each of the preceding 4 years)
4) Player has been selected / played a minimum of 50% of the league matches for their club in
Switzerland in 3 of the preceding 5 years
Also as a squad development opportunity while we are not yet within the ICC.
5) Player is expecting to achieve criteria 2 or 3 in the next 2 years
If enough players are not available with the above criteria, then other players who have
been participating in domestic cricket would be looked into in order to fulfill a fixture.
- It is hoped that at least one youth player will be included in each match squad
- Player ability and team work are the main drivers in selection, ethnicity/sex /sexual
orientation/disability etc. should not be considered when a player is incorporated into squad
selection
- 1-3 candidates per club is desirable
- Financial solvency of players is important due to the cost of tours etc.
- Reliability – consistent availability for Club and Country will be taken into account
- Team player, motivation & determination to succeed will be taken into account
- Players disciplinary record, feedback from Swiss League & 20/20 match officials and
international game performances will also be taken into account in the selection process.
Selection committee
A selection committee appointed by the Cricket Switzerland Committee and /or the international
Match Manager, will advise the International Match Manager and Coach, of players in all positions,
they consider worthy of selection for the National Team.
Player and Team selection will be the responsibility of the (IMM) International Match Manager
(supported by the selection committee)
IMM is responsible for organizing tours, home and away, including squad selection. Players are
responsible for organizing their own transport to events (to Swiss grounds for home matches and
flights to a designated airport for tours - for tours a copy of the flight booking must be with the IMM
a minimum of 1 month prior to the tour -if this has not been achieved the player may be replaced).
IMM is responsible for collating performance from the completed scorebooks, and reviewing
individual & team performances with players and the selection committee.
Captaincy
The captain will ideally be selected for the whole season to encourage development and team
bonding. However, if this is not possible, a captain may be appointed on a tour-by-tour basis.

